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major appliance companies and systems integrators
already rely on the panel pc series from beckhoff. thanks

to a comprehensive test program, beckhoff has been
continuously expanding its product portfolio and has

meanwhile successfully implemented numerous orders in
industrial applications. many of the worldwide leading

industrial robot manufacturers as well as leading
companies in the areas of machine automation,

construction and development work with beckhoff. due to
its large portfolio, beckhoff can continuously and flexibly

develop customized solutions. even though software
development is part of beckhoff’s dna, the engineers of
the control panel group are always working on the next
generation. throughout the years, the range of product

features and applications have continuously been
expanded to reflect the demands of industrial markets.

the core products, such as the cp2407 and cp2413
(24-inch and 27-inch high), include a unique camera

function, which allows users to control remote devices
from their displays, wherever they are. the continuous

development of the diverse product lines helps industrial
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users to find the most suitable solution. in order to better
meet the demands of industrial applications, the control
panel series is being continually expanded. new control

panel variants with expanded operating ranges, and from
2017 onward, graphics cards with up to 4k resolution will
be available. while the control panel is being equipped
with its next generation, users will not only be able to

find an appropriate communication connection and
connector for their modern industrial equipment, but they
can also choose from a wide range of encoders, motors,

sensors and other devices. this simplifies and unifies
beckhoff’s product portfolio and allows it to offer users a

unique and high-quality product portfolio.
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this feature-enhanced version of the well-proven beckhoff
robot systems further expands the fields of application.
the specially developed, optimized modules open the

way for innovative applications that cannot be
implemented in other robot systems. at the same time,
the modular and expandable modular system makes it

possible to implement cost-effective and flexible
solutions, as well as versatile automation systems at any

time. by providing a range of different motors and link
modules, the user can define the scale of the individual
robots according to the specific application. thus, the
fully automated production lines of the future can be
easily implemented. the modular robot structure and
modular control increase flexibility and performance.
depending on the application, users can implement

specific functions, such as ideal robot behaviors, b-spline
control, atr, or automatic identification and recognition.
the comprehensive all-in-one control platform twincat

enables the automatic integration of all robot functions
into a single control application. users can quickly and
easily implement robot applications in conjunction with
the built-in safety and cloud functions, such as safety

systems and surveillance. the twincat software is being
continuously developed by beckhoff. in the twincat

cockpit, users can visualize and monitor the individual
robot functions, as well as the current status of power

supply, detected safety hazards, and cloud functions. all
control, system and process data are available in the

internet cloud in real time. 5ec8ef588b
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